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Local Saints and Local Culture
will guide readers to those studies that do.

Local Saints and Local Culture

The introduction has five sections that outline in turn:
1) the history of Cornwall in the early middle ages when
most local cults seem to have originated, 2) the evidence for saint cults, both local and international, 3) what
this evidence can tell us about Cornish history before
the Norman Conquest, 4) the history of saint cults in
Cornwall from the Conquest to the Reformation, and
5) the impact of the Reformation on the veneration of
saints. Orme’s introduction makes several important
points, while laying out the chronology of the veneration of saints in Cornwall. He points out that while most
saints’ lives discuss a clash between Christian and pagan
practices, there is no evidence in the early histories of the
area to back this up. By the time the first Cornish saints
are documented, Christianity seems to be fairly well established.

Nicholas Orme’s most recent work The Saints of Cornwall is not so much a discussion of Cornish hagiography
or the cult of the saints in the county of Cornwall, but
rather a two-hundred page dictionary of Cornish saints.
This dictionary “attempts to produce a complete inventory of all known religious cults, dedicated to the Deity
or to another named person in . . . the county of Cornwall” (p. ix). To build this dictionary, Orme has looked
at the usual sources such as wills, bishop’s registers, and
saints’ lives, as well as place names and antiquarian studies. The dictionary includes not only variations on the
saint’s name but sources where the saint appears, a brief
outline of the saint’s life, and a discussion of where the
veneration was centered, and what images survive. The
dictionary is preceded by a series of detailed maps that
show parish boundaries and the distribution of religious
houses and the locations of Breton, Welsh, and Cornish
cults. This book is a useful guide for those studying various facets of hagiography. It will be a helpful reference
work that local historians, literary scholars, and a host
of other interested students will consult for quite some
time.

He argues that the bulk of local Cornish saints are
Brittonic, meaning they arrived in Cornwall from either
Wales, Brittany or else they were native to the county.
The larger Celtic associations that have accreted to them
are late medieval additions. During the English conquest
of Cornwall, Cornish saints were respected. They faired
To justify this endeavor, Orme has written a suc- less well during the Norman Conquest, when many recinct introduction that outlines the goals of this book. ligious foundations dedicated to local saints were deIt does not provide extensive discussion for how saints spoiled. After the twelfth century, however, Cornish
were venerated, how to interpret the various surviving saints rebounded in popularity and continued to be loimages of the saints, or the history of religious founda- cally important up through and beyond the Reformations. His excellent bibliography and notes, however, tion. While the Reformation certainly put an end to many
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practices of venerating saints, it did not change place
names, or abolish the folklore of many areas that explained local geography in terms of the actions of saints.
Thus the tradition of honoring saints, and seeing them in
the landscape, did not come to an end with the Reformation.

question as provide a mountain of empirical date to argue
the point. The range of local saints makes Corwall’s cult
of the saints unusual in England, yet Orme is reluctant
to side conclusively with one position or the other. This
reluctance has more to do with his stated desire for similar studies of other parts of England. Only then will it be
clear whether Conwall’s differences amount to anything
Orme’s introduction, however, does more than simmore than local variation. This would seem to be an imply provide a useful context for his dictionary. He portant issue for a variety of scholars, especially literary
also raises some important issues for future scholarship. ones who work in East Anglia where the literary survival
Orme’s hope is that others will use his work as a model is so strong that there is the temptation to assert that reand produce similar reference works for the other coun- gion’s intellectual uniqueness, rather than consider that
ties or diocese of England. His desire, although ambimuch of what survives there might have been lost for the
tious, nevertheless, focuses on the question of local culrest of England.
ture, and whether Cornwall, or indeed any other part
of England, is particularly special or just different from
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